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Abstract: Maritime transportation decarbonization has become a crucial factor in reducing carbon
emissions and mitigating climate change. As an industry that historically relies on fossil fuels, in
particular, heavy fuel oil, the reinvention of the maritime transportation system is occurring at an
unprecedented speed to integrate renewable and green energy, low-/zero- carbon fuels, and green
infrastructure to support emission-free shipping. In this paper, a two-stage joint optimization model
is proposed to optimize the voyage planning of a ship among multiple ports as well as its onboard
energy management during each section of the voyage. More specifically, in the first stage, the arrival
time of ships is optimized according to the mission of the ship and the electricity prices offered at each
port. In the second stage, the speed of the ship, the dispatch of the onboard diesel engine, and the
usage of energy storage systems (ESSs) are optimized based on emission control areas and maritime
meteorological conditions. Simulation results have shown that the proposed approach would help
ship operators minimize the operating cost over the whole voyage while significantly contributing to
carbon emissions reduction.

Keywords: maritime transportation; speed optimization; navigation scheduling; electricity prices;
energy management

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Maritime transportation is one of the essential pillars of international transportation,
moving 90% of the cross-border world trade as measured by volume [1]. Despite being
considered an environmentally friendly and the least carbon-intensive mode of transport in
terms of carbon dioxide (CO2) per nautical miles transported, due to its sheer size and scale,
the maritime transportation sector has been a significant greenhouse gas (GHG) emitter.
According to the fourth Greenhouse Gas report of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) in 2020 [2], GHG emissions from global shipping increased by about 9.6% in 2018
compared with 2012. Without further mitigation measures, global shipping carbon emis-
sions will rise by 40% by 2050 compared to 2018. To prevent these emissions from rising due
to the increased trade demand, IMO created an initial GHG strategy in 2018 [3] to mandate
that the maritime industry’s GHG emissions be reduced to 40% below 2008 levels by 2030,
with a long-term goal to reduce the GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050. To support
this goal, U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry pledged in April 2021 that
the U.S. will work toward the IMO’s GHG goal by establishing new maritime emissions
reduction and efficiency requirements [4]. The European Union is planning to add the
shipping industry into its cap-and-trade emission trading system as early as 2022 as a part
of the EU climate law, to push the industry to move faster [5]. Meanwhile, China has also
taken the initiative to cut maritime emissions by 40% before the year 2030 compared with
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the 2008 level, with a long-term goal of further cutting it by 70% by the year 2050. In COP
26, 22 countries signed the “Clydebank Declaration” to collectively develop at least six
green shipping corridors between ports by 2025 and more before 2030 [6].

So far, various technological measures have been considered to facilitate the low-
carbon evolution of the maritime transportation sector. One of the most promising tech-
nologies envisioned by the maritime community is the development and deployment of
carbon-neutral fuels for ships. Currently, more than 95% of civil ships use diesel engines
for propulsion [7]. Although various emission-reduction solutions have been studied in the
past, such as exhaust gas recirculation or selective catalytic reduction, these techniques are
still largely dependent on fossil fuels, and will hardly suffice when more and more stringent
regulations and restrictions are imposed on ship emissions. As a result, the shipping sector
is exploring a range of zero-emissions fuels and technologies, including batteries, biofuels,
green or blue hydrogen, ammonia, and methanol, to fundamentally end the reliance on
fossil fuel and remove a significant portion, if not all, of the carbon emissions [8]. For
instance, the container shipping company A.P. Moller-Maersk set a 2030 interim target for
a 50% reduction in emissions per transported container and has so far purchased 12 vessels
using green methanol, which is produced by renewable sources such as biomass and solar
energy, with the goal of upgrading a quarter of their vessel fleet to be ready for green fuels
in 2030 [9]. As the world’s 3rd largest container shipping company, CMA CGM has also
invested in LNG as fuel as the company’s first step to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050.
By the end of 2021, CMA CGM had deployed six 15,000 teu LNG-powered vessels on the
China–US trade [10].

Despite the apparent benefits brought by zero-emission fuels, due to ships’ long lifes-
pan, relatively fixed hull structure, and limited operating mode, powering ships with a
single source of green fuels may be financially difficult, and in some cases, prohibitive.
Under this context, hybrid ships have become an attractive alternative. Hybrid ships refer
to ships equipped with both conventional engines that burn maritime fuel (e.g., maritime
diesel) and ESS [11], such as batteries, supercapacitors [12–14], and flywheels [15–17]. Com-
pared with conventional ships, hybrid propulsion systems provide high energy efficiency,
less underwater noise, and a reduction in maintenance requirements and greenhouse gas
emissions [18]. Note that for the rest of the discussion, we consider a representative hybrid
ship that is powered by both diesel fuel and ESS.

As hybrid ships have the advantage of being able to switch between using conventional
fuel and electrical power, when hybrid ships are docked at ports, they can connect to
onshore power supplies (OPS) to supply loads and charge onboard energy storage systems
(ESS) for upcoming voyages. This practice, known as cold ironing or shore power, can
reduce emissions, save fuel costs, and minimize the need for maintenance on onboard
generators. To effectively utilize OPS, ship operators must consider the OPS facility’s
availability, capacity, and electricity prices at different ports. Additionally, the ship operator
needs to coordinate with the port regarding the seaside operation, such as assigning berth
space and service time for loading/unloading operations. Once the ship departs from
the port, onboard energy management also needs to be carefully considered, involving
the alternating use of diesel engines and ESS to determine the most economical and low-
emission navigation strategy, taking into account emission control areas and dynamic
marine meteorological environments.

1.2. Related Works

The navigation optimization and energy management of ships have been extensively
studied in the literature. For the rest of the discussion, we focus on two streams of literature:
(1) voyage scheduling, including navigation mode selection and speed optimization, and
(2) management of the onboard energy system.
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1.2.1. Navigation Mode and Speed Optimization

The implementation of the emission control area (ECA) policy reduces the emission of
polluting gases within ECA but increases the operating costs of shipping companies. Some
studies highlight this issue in the literature. For instance, Zhang et al. [19] use Regression
Discontinuity (RD) analysis to investigate the effectiveness of ECA policies at Shanghai
Port. The experiment shows that the concentration of CO2 in Shanghai can be significantly
reduced thanks to the implementation of the ECA policy. However, this leads to an increase
in the operating cost of ships and emissions of polluting gases outside ECA. Sun et al. [20]
present a mixed integer linear programming model to calculate fuel consumption and
select an appropriate location of ECA by collecting liner data. Li et al. [21] establish a
mixed integer nonlinear programming model to obtain the optimal navigation mode and
determine the avoidance strategy by analyzing the response strategy of ships to ECA. This
study has found that the avoidance strategy would increase the total emissions of ships
while reducing the volume of emissions within the ECA.

To cope with the increasing operation costs caused by ECA policies, several researchers
have applied route selection and speed optimization to minimize these undesirable oper-
ating costs. Psaraftis et al. [22] develop a speed optimization model to provide optimal
environmental benefits by considering four aspects, namely, fuel price, market state, inven-
tory cost of cargo, and fuel consumption, depending on payload. Doudnikoff et al. [23]
propose a cost model and address the problem of reducing speed within ECA to save
relatively expensive fuel costs. They also consider the problem of increasing speed outside
ECA to increase CO2 emissions throughout the cycle. The results of this study indicate
that the total costs may decrease, while the amount of CO2 emissions might increase
depending on the speed of the ship. Cariou et al. [24] address the idea of the European
Union related to mandatory speed limits for different ship types. They argue that ships
can only speed up on non-European routes once they set a speed, leading to emissions
problems. Fagerholt et al. [25] consider the ECA refraction and boundary point problem.
They studied ship speed optimization under strict restrictions on ships entering and leaving
the ECA. Heavy fuel oil is used outside Europe, and low-sulfur fuel oil is used within
Europe. Due to different fuel prices, ships have different speeds inside and outside the
ECA. Wen et al. [26] present a branch-and-bound algorithm and a constraint programming
model considering the benefits in terms of time, cost, and environment. They address this
problem by using multiple route selection and speed optimization. Sun et al. [27] develop
a collaborative optimization model considering berth and ship speed. This model could
reduce port congestion and achieve the optimal ship speed with minimum fuel consump-
tion for navigation and berthing. Zhang et al. [28] analyze the emission reduction potential
of different measures and emphasize that reducing ship speed could significantly reduce
carbon emissions. Fagerholt et al. [29] concentrate on the impact of ECA on shipping routes
and suggest an optimization model to determine the best route and sailing speed for ships
along a given port sequence. In the case of ECA, Gan et al. [30] establish a multi-objective
speed optimization model by effectively compromising shipping cost and sailing time
through speed optimization. They develop a ship operating cost model and voyage time
model to find a Pareto solution for operating cost and voyage time. Lin et al. [31] present
a mixed integer nonlinear model to maximize the revenue of shipping companies. They
transform the model into a convex optimization model by variable substitution. In addition,
experiments are applied to optimize speed, navigation, and cargo distribution.

While the existing literature provides useful insights into optimizing ship routing
and speed considering ECA policies, operational cost, and emissions of polluting gases,
most of them were designed for conventional ships that completely rely on fossil fuels.
So far, the unique nature of at-berth power demand and the need of ESS charging of hybrid
electric ships have not yet been adequately studied in previous research efforts. With the
significant power demand from the ship to support its loading/unloading operations and
to charge the onboard ESS from the shoreside, it is evident that the characteristics of the
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shoreside electricity system, such as electricity price, and the availability of berths with
OPS equipped to serve the ship, need to be considered in the voyage planning.

1.2.2. Energy Management

For hybrid ships with ESS, energy management plays a significant role in optimizing
the use of various energy sources. So far, this problem has been mainly studied in the
literature with an emphasis on reducing fuel consumption, GHG emissions, and operational
cost. For instance, Balestra et al. [32] develop dynamic models in Simulink, and they test
different energy management strategies to optimize the most important factors in the
daily operations of shipowners. Lan et al. [33] establish load variation models under
five operating conditions: conventional cruise, full-speed sailing, berthing, loading and
unloading, and anchoring. They propose a method to determine the optimal size of a ship’s
photovoltaic system, diesel generator, and energy storage system. This method aims to
minimize investment costs, fuel costs, and CO2 emissions. Planakis et al. [34] develop an
energy management system and design a neural network-based speed predictor to solve
the optimal power distribution problem for hybrid ship propulsion. Yi et al. [35] extend
vehicle optimization techniques for hybrid ships. They simulate a dynamic programming
model for a large fuel cell hybrid ship to maximize fuel cell efficiency, minimize engine fuel
consumption, and keep battery SOC constant. Furthermore, Boveri et al. [36] optimized
and managed the scale of the energy storage system in the power system of ships to.
Fang et al. [37] offer an optimal estimation method under the constraint of a strict Energy
Efficiency Operation Index (EEOI) to decide the CCS capacity of ships. The model is a
two-stage programming problem. The first stage is to detect the capacity of CCS and the
capacity expansion of the ESS to maintain CCS operation. The second stage is establishing a
shipboard power generation and demand side joint management model to solve the power
shortage caused by CCS integration. Vahabzad et al. [38] present a marine hybrid power
system based on diesel generators, photovoltaic, ESS, and cold ironing equipment to meet
the power needs of ships efficiently. They consider three different power sources: diesel
engine, battery, and fuel cell. Wang et al. [39] consider a nested two-layer optimization
structure to optimize a hybrid ship’s size and energy management.

The above works have a common shortcoming in that they typically overlook the ship’s
mission profile when optimizing power dispatch. While this may not be a significant issue
for traditional ships that rely entirely on fossil fuels, it is a critical consideration for hybrid
ships because their power consumption and operation are closely tied to their voyage.
Various constraints, such as whether a ship has enough at-berth time to recharge its onboard
ESS, and whether it is more cost-effective to use the ESS capacity immediately or wait
until the ship reaches the ECA, have a significant impact. As a result, it is apparent that
energy management is not an independent issue for a multi-port and multi-stage scenario
like the one described in this paper. Rather than being optimized independently, voyage
scheduling and energy management must be co-optimized, which indicates that a “joint”
approach is preferable.

1.3. Our Contributions

To bridge these two important gaps identified above, in this paper, we propose a two-
stage joint optimization model to optimize the voyage planning of a ship among multiple
ports and its onboard energy management during each section of the voyage. Considering
the unique mode of energy and seaside interactions between the port and the hybrid ship,
in the first stage, we aim to identify the optimal arrival and berthing arrangement of the
hybrid ship to complete its mission at the lowest cost. We focus on taking into account the
price of the electricity offered at different ports, in combination with the ESS demand, to
help the ship determine the optimal voyage schedule. Then, the goal of the second stage
is to optimize the hybrid ship’s speed, the dispatch of its onboard diesel engine, and the
use of its ESS based on the voyage plan derived in the first stage. Factors such as ECA and
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maritime weather conditions are also incorporated into the problem formulation to provide
a solution that is more comprehensive and all-encompassing.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) We aim to combine two of the most notable maritime electrification techniques—OPS
and hybrid ships—to enhance the traditional scheduling practices of port operations.
This integration will enable a more energy-efficient and eco-friendly maritime trans-
portation system that leverages the benefits of both technologies. Our work is one of
the pioneering efforts in this direction.

(2) We develop a two-stage optimization model to minimize the operational cost for
a voyage. The first stage is optimizing the ships’ arrival time depending on the
electricity price. In the second stage, we optimize ship speed and ESS energy usage,
taking into account various factors such as ECA conditions, maritime meteorological
conditions, and the cost of different fuels.

(3) We conduct a comprehensive study to highlight how the proposed scheduling ap-
proach can effectively facilitate the voyage planning and energy interactions between
the ship and shoreside OPS to improve the performance of a hybrid ship in terms of
operation efficiency, electricity cost, and emission mitigation.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, a two-stage optimization
model is proposed. In Section 3, numerical examples are implemented to test the presented
model. Finally, Section 4 makes a conclusion and addresses some recommendations for
future studies.

2. Model Formulation

The energy source of ships includes diesel engines and energy storage systems (ESS),
which can meet service and propulsion loads. Figure 1 illustrates a representative composi-
tion of hybrid ships.
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Figure 1. Hybrid ship composition.

We consider a multi-port and multi-stage problem in this paper. The multi-port
problem means that ships go to various ports during their voyages, and the multi-stage
problem is that ships go through multiple stages on their way from one port to another.
During the voyage, ships will go through ECA. The voyage between the two ports is
divided into five stages. The ships move from the port of departure to ports A, B, and C, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

We propose a two-stage joint optimization model. Given the significant power demand
of hybrid ships while at berth, in the first stage, we aim to optimize the voyage scheduling of
a hybrid ship by minimizing the overall operation costs, including electricity consumption
costs at berth that are influenced by electricity price fluctuations on the shoreside. Once the
first stage is solved, the arrival time of the ships is passed to the second stage, in which we
determine the speed of ships, ESS, and diesel engine energy management by minimizing
the operating costs of ships and emissions released to the environment.
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2.1. Voyage Scheduling

When the ship is berthed, the ship uses shore power to load power to ships and charge
their ESS. The price of electricity plays a crucial role in determining the arrival time of ships.
Table 1 shows the parameters and variables of voyage scheduling. In the first stage, the
objective function of the problem aims to minimize the cost of ship at the port, as shown
in Equation (1).

min
K

∑
i=1

El(i) + Ech(i) + Eoil(i) + Eem(i) (1)

Table 1. Voyage-related variables and parameters.

Indices

i Ports, = 1, . . . , K
j Stages, = 1, . . . , N
t Stages, = time, = 1, . . . , Tmax

Parameters

K Number of ports
N Number of voyage stages

D(i, j) Distance to port i in stage j of the ship
Ed(t) Electricity price in the tth time period

Fp Fuel prices
N f Fuel efficiency (kg/KWh)

Pl(i) Power required to load the ship at the ith port
Nem Gas emission coefficient
Tmax Maximum sailing time
Vmax Maximum speed of ship sailing
Vmin Minimum speed of ship sailing

Decision variables

δ(i, t) Whether the ship arrives at the ith port at time t

V(i, j) Speed of the ship to the jth stage of the ith port

El(i), Ech(i), and Eoil(i) represent the cost of electricity for the ship’s load in the ith
port, the cost of charging the ESS of the ship, and the cost of fuel consumption of the ship
in the port, respectively. Equations (2)–(4) address El(i), Ech(i), and Eoil(i).

Eem(i) is the emission cost of the ship at the ith port. Since it is hard to compare the gas
emission of ships, gas emissions are represented as emission costs. These emission costs
are determined by the emission cost conversion coefficient Nem, as shown in Equation (5).
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El(i) = EP(i)Twork(i)Pl(i) (2)

Ech(i) = EP(i)Tch(i)NC (3)

Eoil(i) =
PlTwait(i)Fp

N f
(4)

Eem(i) =
PlTwait(i)Nem

N f
(5)

Tstay(i) is the duration of the ship at the ith port. When the ship stays in port, the
power is provided to the ship’s load via the shore power system. Tch(i) represents the
charging time of ESS when the ship is at the ith port. Charge time is the time from the start
of charge to the end of charge for the ESS. NC is the charging efficiency of the ship using
the shore power system to charge ESS.

Equation (6) denotes the duration time of the ship at the ith port, which is the sum of
the waiting time of the ship arriving at the port Twait(i) and the berthing operation time of
the ship Twork(i). Equation (7) states the electricity price EP(i) when the ship arrives at the
ith port. It is obtained from the ship’s arrival time and the electricity price each time.

Tstay(i) = Twait(i) + Twork(i) (6)

EP(i) = ∑Tmax
t=1 δ(i, t)Ed(t) (7)

The ship’s waiting time at the port is inversely proportional to the electricity price. In
other words, the lower the electricity price, the longer the waiting time for ships. Therefore,
Equation (8) arranges the waiting time of ships at the ports by electricity price.

Twait(i) = ∑Tmax
t=1 δ(i, t)

Nw

Ed(t)
(8)

Equation (9) implies that the arrival time of ships at each port is unique.

∑Tmax
t=1 δ(i, t) = 1 (9)

Equation (10) determines the arrival time of ships at ith port. The arrival time of ships
at the port consists of three parts. The first part indicates the time when the ship arrives at
the previous port. The second part is about the berthing time of the ship in the previous
port. The last part is related to the voyage time of the ship from the previous port to the
current port. When the ship arrives at the first port, it only covers the sailing time from the
port of departure to the first port.

Ta(1) = ∑N
j=1 Tv(1, j)

Ta(i) = Ta(i − 1) + Tstay(i − 1) + ∑N
j=1 Tv(1, j)

i = 2, 3, . . . , Ports
(10)

Equation (11) determines the ship’s sailing time to the ith port and the jth stage. The
ship has a constant speed at each small stage, and sailing time is the distance of each stage
divided by the speed of the current stage.

Tv(i, j) =
D(i, j)
V(i, j)

(11)

The speed of the ship is within a certain range, as shown in Equation (12). Equation (13)
states that the total sailing time of the ship should be less than the maximum sailing time
of the ship.

∑K
i=1 ∑N

j=1 Tv(i, j) + ∑K
i=1 Tstay(i) ≤ Tmax (12)
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Vmin ≤ V(i, j) ≤ Vmax (13)

2.2. Energy Management

Considering ECA, dynamic marine meteorological conditions, and other factors, the
speed of the ships needs to be adjusted accordingly to save the operation cost and, further-
more, since the hybrid ship is propelled by a diesel engine and ESS.

It is crucial to managing diesel engines and ESS energy. In the second stage, the
operating costs of the ships during the voyage are minimized through speed optimization
and energy management. Table 2 shows the parameters and variables associated with
energy management.

Table 2. Energy management variables and parameters.

Parameters

Fp(i, j) Fuel price of stage j of the ship going to the ith port.
Cwind Coefficient of wind resistance.
Cwave Coefficient of wave resistance.

Cts Coefficient of static water resistance.
Pemax Maximum ESS operating power.
Pf max Maximum operating power of diesel engine.
Qemax ESS maximum energy storage.
Tch(i) Charging time of the ship at the ith port.

ρ Water density.
ρwind Air density.

Variables

Fcos t(i, j) Cost of the voyage of the ship to the jth stage of the ith port.

Pe(i, j) Power of the ESS of the ship to the jth stage of the ith port.

Pf (i, j) Power of the ship’s diesel engine to the jth stage of the ith port.

Pp(i, j) Propulsion power of the ship to the jth stage of the ith port.

The objective function of the second stage, which aims to minimize the fuel consump-
tion cost at each stage during the voyage, is indicated in Equation (14).

min∑K
i=1 ∑N

j=1 Fcos t(i, j) (14)

Equation (15) is the propulsion power of a ship consisting of diesel engine power and
ESS power.

Pp(i, j) = Pf (i, j) + Pe(i, j) (15)

During the voyage, the ship needs to use light oil with high fuel cost to sail inside
ECA, and the ships use heavy oil outside ECA. The prices of light oil and heavy oil are
different. The oil price for the ith port and the jth stage is expressed by FP(i, j). ESS power
is supplied by reserve energy due to storage size limitations, low power supply, or reserve
power for subsequent stages. Therefore, in Equation (16), the cost of fuel consumption
consists of two parts. One part is the fuel consumption cost generated by the diesel engine
itself, and the other part is related to the cost of ESS generated by the power provided by
the reserve energy. When the ESS runs out of power or conserves power for subsequent
stages, the ESS is powered by reserve energy.

Fcos t(i, j) =
Pf (i,j)Tv(i,j)FP(i,j)

N f

+ Pe(i,j)Toil(i,j)FP(i,j)
N f

(16)

Toil(i, j) is the voyage time of the ship using reserve energy instead of ESS in the jth
stage to the ith port. Equation (17) ensures that the time of ESS power supply and the time
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of reserve energy replacing ESS power together constitute the ship’s sailing time in the jth
stage to the ith port.

Toil(i, j) + Te(i, j) = Tv(i, j) (17)

As mentioned before, the ship’s propulsion power at each stage is supplied by the
diesel engine’s power and the power of ESS. Equation (18) implies that the propulsion
power of each stage is determined by the speed of the ship, maritime meteorological
conditions, and other conditions.

Pp(i, j) = Pwind(i, j) + Pwave(i, j) + Ps(i, j) (18)

The propulsion power of the ship is composed of three parts as follows: the power
for the sailing of ships in still water, Ps, the power for overcoming wind resistance, Pwind,
and the power for overcoming wave resistance, Pwave. Ps, Pwind, and Pwave are given
in Equations (19)–(21).

Pwind(i, j) =
Cwindρwind A(V(i, j) + uwind(i, j))3

2
(19)

Pwave(i, j) =
Cwaveρg(H 1

3
/2)2B2(V(i, j) + uwave(i, j))

L
(20)

Ps(i, j) =
ρCtsSV(i, j)

2
(

Mn
tDW

+ (1 − n)) (21)

When the arrival time is determined in the first stage and the berthing time is known,
we can obtain the sailing time between each port. Equation (22) reflects that ships can
arrive at the port with the lowest port cost as long as the sailing time between each port is
guaranteed to be the same as the result of the first stage.

∑N
j=1 Tv(i, j) = Ts1(i) (22)

Both diesel engines and ESS are limited by the maximum power during the voyage,
as mentioned in Equations (23) and (24). Equation (25) illustrates that ESS is restricted
by maximum energy storage. Ships can only recharge the ESS in the ports. ESS power
consumption should be at most the maximum capacity during the journey.

Pe(i, j) ≤ Pemax (23)

Pf (i, j) ≤ Pf max (24)

∑N
j=1 Pe(i, j)Te(i, j) ≤ Qemax (25)

Based on the problem formulation put forward above, the first stage is a mixed integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, which determines the optimal arrival time by
minimizing the cost of the ship at the port. Then, the second stage is a nonlinear programming
(NLP) problem that optimizes the ship’s speed, the power output of the diesel engine, the
power output of the ESS, and the service time of the ESS with to minimize fuel consumption
costs. The flowchart for the proposed two-stage model is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of two-stage joint optimization model.

3. Numerical Analysis

The parameters of the proposed model are provided in Tables 3 and 4. Voyage
parameters include voyage information and ECA boundary information. On the other
hand, ship parameters include diesel engine information, ESS information, speed limit,
berthing time in port, and charging time, etc. ECA selection is based on references [30,40].
Note that the data used in the experience, such as engine power, ESS capacity, and speed
limitation, were modified based on [41]. We consider a single hybrid ship in the following
study. Note that both stages of the proposed problem are solved by Baron in GAMS.

Table 3. Voyage parameters.

Port of Departure Segment ECA Inside/n Mile ECA Outside/n Mile

A

1 50 0
2 0 68
3 0 55
4 0 60
5 40 0

B

6 40 0
7 0 60
8 0 87
9 0 56

10 45 0

C

11 45 0
12 0 82
13 0 63
14 0 55
15 40 0
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Table 4. Ship parameters [40].

Ship Parameters Numerical Value

Size of ship/m 98 × 16
Carrying capacity/ton 5000

Number of diesel engines 2
Maximum operating power of diesel

engine/MWh 6

Maximum ESS operating power/MW 2
ESS maximum energy storage/MW 8

Charging efficiency 1
Load efficiency 2

Maximum sailing time /h 100
Speed limit [Min, Max]/(n mile/h) [5, 25]

Berthing time in each port/h [8,8,8]
Charge time for each port ESS/h [8,8,8]

3.1. Analysis of Navigation Optimization Results

The cost of the ship in port consists of the ESS charging the cost of the ship, electricity
cost of the shipload, fuel consumption cost (in the waiting area), and pollution gas emission
cost of the ship. We consider different types of fuels that can be used for ships, such as
Marine Gas Oil (MGO), Marine Diesel Oil (MDO), Intermediate Fuel Oil (IFO), Marine
Fuel Oil (MFO) and so on. Based on the data provided in [42,43], varied fuels are priced
differently, and typically, fuels that are more refined and of superior quality tend to be more
expensive but result in lower emissions upon consumption. The results of the model in the
first stage considering different fuel prices are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The results of the first stage considering different fuel prices * [42,43].

Fuel Type Fuel Price
(USD)/t

Cost at Port
(USD)

Fuel Cost
(USD)

Emission Cost
(USD)

HFO 138 1070.27 17.25 207.02
IFO180 276 1018.51 34.50 172.51
IFO380 552 1018.51 69.01 138.01
MDO 828 1018.51 103.51 103.51
MGO 1104 915.01 138.01 34.50

* Time of arrival to ports is as follows: Port A: 18; Port B: 42; Port C: 65. * Waiting time is equal to 2 for each oil
price. * Price of Electricity (USD); Cost of Charging (USD); Load cost (USD) values are 8.28, 66.24, and 66.24 for
each oil price, respectively.

The ship can only use fuel oil as the load drive while waiting. As shown in Figure 4, the
port cost of ships rises with the increase in fuel prices. In our model, ships arrive at ports
when electricity and fuel prices are low, and the waiting time for ships is longer. Although the
waiting time is longer, it leads to the lowest cost of ships in ports since the oil and electricity
price are also low. Therefore, when the fuel price is between $ 138 and $ 276 per ton, the ship
arrives at the port when the electricity price is low and the waiting time is long.

As fuel prices increase, ships arrive at ports when electricity prices are slightly higher
but waiting times are shorter. Therefore, when the fuel price is between $ 828 and $ 1104 per
ton, the ship arrives at the port when the electricity price is relatively high, and the waiting
time is short.

When a ship is at the port, the volume of emissions released by the ship must be
considered. We convert polluting gas emissions into the corresponding pollution gas emissions
cost since the amount of polluting gas emissions is difficult to measure. As discussed above,
the quantity of polluting gas generated varies according to the quality of the fuel used. Fuels
of superior quality, which are more expensive, generally produce lower levels of polluting
emissions. Considering the pollution gas emission cost, the ship’s arrival time, electricity price,
waiting time of the ship, ESS charging cost, and load electricity cost are all the same, as given
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in Table 5. As shown in Figure 5, due to the same waiting time of ships, the fuel consumption
cost of ships increases depending on the rise in fuel prices. Meanwhile, the cost of polluting
gas emissions from ships decreases as fuel prices rise. Therefore, the ship’s total cost at the
port shows little change. When the ship uses USD 1104 per ton of fuel oil, the total cost in port
is the lowest, and the environmental benefits are the highest.

Figure 4. Cost analysis under different fuel types without considering pollution gas emission.

Figure 5. Cost analysis under different fuel types considering pollution gas emission.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Electricity Price

Above, we analyzed the influence of different quality of fuel on the arrival time and cost
of the ship in port. Next, we analyze the influence of the change in electricity price on ship
navigation under the condition that the fuel price remains unchanged. When we perform the
electricity price sensitivity analysis, we keep the electricity price constant from moment to
moment and change the departure time of the ship. The price of electricity varies depending
on the time of departure of the ship. We choose 12 a.m., 6 a.m., 12 p.m., and 6 p.m. as the
departure time of the ship. We analyzed each departure time, the time it took the ship to sail
to each port, the electricity price upon arrival at the port, and the cost in port.

We chose high-quality fuel with relatively high fuel prices for our analysis. As can
be seen from Table 6, on the premise of using the same quality of fuel, the ships depart
from different times, and the arrival time and sailing time are changed when the navigation
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requirements are met. The electricity price, stay time and cost in port are all the same. We
can see from the table that the arrival time of ships is between 5 and 8 a.m. and between
4 and 7 p.m. The electricity price in these two periods is relatively high, but the waiting
time is relatively short, so the ship’s fuel consumption cost and pollution gas emission cost
will be reduced. Departing at different times, the sailing time of ships may be longer or
shorter, because ships choose to arrive early or late to find a time to arrive at the port at a
relatively low cost.

Table 6. Sailing optimization analysis of ships with different departure times *.

Ship Leaves at 12 a.m. Ship Leaves at 6 a.m. Ship Leaves at 12 p.m. Ship Leaves at 6 p.m.

Time of
Arrival (24 h)

Voyage
Time (h)

Time of
Arrival (24 h)

Voyage
Time (h)

Time of
Arrival (24 h)

Voyage
Time (h)

Time of
Arrival (24 h)

Voyage
Time (h)

Port A 17 17 17 17 6 30 5 29
Port B 18 15 8 29 8 16 5 14
Port C 17 13 8 14 7 13 5 14

* The ship’s choice of arrival time, electricity price, duration of stay in port, and cost in port are the same.

3.3. Analysis of Energy Management Results

Since ships can only use light oil when arriving at the port, we use the results of the
model that the fuel price equals USD 1104 per ton as the constraint of the second stage.
During the sailing of the ships, it is inevitable to consider ECA and maritime weather
conditions. While the inside of ECA is considered in approaching the port, the outside of
ECA is taken into consideration in the intermediate stage.

This paper divides each voyage into five stages. That means there are five stages
between the two ports. The ECA and maritime weather conditions are the same in each
sub-stage. We first consider the ECA condition. The speed and energy usage of the ship
at each stage is optimized without considering the maritime weather, as shown in Table 7.
As can be seen from Table 7, the speed of the ship varies among different ports due to the
voyage and sailing time constraints. The speed of the ship is also different in and out of
ECA. Light oil has a high oil price but low pollution, whereas heavy oil has a low oil price
but high pollution. Considering only the ECA’s impact on ship energy management, ships
can only use light oil inside the ECA and heavy oil outside the ECA. Table 7 shows that the
ship decreases the speed in ECA and uses ESS to provide power as much as possible to
reduce operating costs.

Table 7. The second stage energy management results without considering the maritime weather.

Ports Segment ECA
Inside/Outside

Speed
(n mile/h)

Sailing
Time (h)

Propulsion
Power (MW)

Diesel Engine
Power (MW)

ESS
Power
(MW)

ESS
Service

Time (h)

Reserve
Service

Time (h)

Fuel Costs
(USD)

A

1 ECA Inside 13.84 3.61 2.54 0.65 1.90 3.61 0.00 531.75
2 ECA Outside 17.44 3.90 5.09 5.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 2190.90
3 ECA Outside 17.44 3.16 5.09 5.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 1772.03
4 ECA Outside 17.44 2.44 5.09 5.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 1933.14
5 ECA Inside 13.84 2.89 2.54 0.65 0.59 1.94 0.95 1355.11

B

6 ECA Inside 9.90 4.04 0.93 0.00 0.93 4.04 0.00 0.00
7 ECA Outside 12.37 4.85 1.82 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 972.55
8 ECA Outside 12.37 7.04 1.82 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 1410.18
9 ECA Outside 12.37 4.53 1.82 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 907.72

10 ECA Inside 9.90 4.55 0.93 0.00 0.93 4.55 0.00 0.00

C

11 ECA Inside 10.60 4.25 1.14 0.11 1.03 4.11 0.14 340.71
12 ECA Outside 13.35 6.14 2.29 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 1291.19
13 ECA Outside 13.35 4.72 2.29 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 992.01
14 ECA Outside 13.35 4.12 2.29 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 866.04
15 ECA Inside 10.60 3.78 1.14 0.11 1.07 3.53 0.24 793.56

Total Fuel Consumption Cost: 15,356.89

The propulsion power of a ship consists of the diesel engine and ESS power. Ships
can be powered by diesel engines, ESS, or both and must sail on light oil in the ECA. Light
oil prices are higher, resulting in higher fuel consumption costs. Therefore, ship speed,
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diesel engine, and ESS power are optimized to reduce operating costs. However, ESS is
not always available due to ESS storage limitations. When the ESS is exhausted, the ship is
required to use reserve energy instead of ESS. The reserve energy needs to consume fuel oil
depending on whether the ship is inside or outside ECA. As shown in Table 7, the ships go
to three ports: A, B, and C. Thus, they go through three journeys, each with five stages. The
first stage of the ship’s journey to the first port is within the ECA. When there is no wind
or waves, the propulsion power required by the ship is 2.544 MW, 0.647 MW is from the
diesel engine, and 1.897 MW is from the ESS, as shown in Figure 6. The first stage of the
ship’s voyage takes 3.61 h. The ESS operates at 1.90 MW and the diesel engine at 0.65 MW
for 3.61 h to complete the first stage of the voyage. In stages 2 to 4, the ship is outside the
ECA, using heavy oil, which is cheaper. As a result, the ship’s speed increases to arrive at
the port on time, and operating costs are lower during the three stages. At stage 5, when
the ship enters the ECA again, it needs 2.54 MW of propulsion power, 0.59 MW of ESS
power, and 1.95 MW of diesel engine power. In addition, the ship needs to travel 2.89 h
at that stage. Due to ESS storage limitations, ESS only provides 1.94 h of navigation. ESS
requires reserve energy to provide 0.95 h running time, equivalent to increasing the fuel
consumption cost of a diesel engine running 0.95 h at 0.59 MW power.

Figure 6. Comparison of propulsion power, diesel engine power, and ESS power under no wind
and waves.

During the sailing, the ship will inevitably encounter wind and waves. Table 8 shows
the wind and wave parameters. The second stage energy management results with in-
creased wind and wave influence are provided in Table 9. On its way to port A, the ship
encounters wind and waves in stages 2 and 3. If the ship continues to sail at the same speed,
it will require more power. The results show that the ship’s speed in both stages is reduced
to decrease the ship’s propulsion power. The propulsion power required by the ship is
increased compared to the situation with no wind or waves, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Table 8. Wind speed and wave parameters.

Port of
Departure Segment ECA

Inside/Outside
Wind Speed

(Knot)
Wave Speed

(Knot)

A

1 ECA inside 0 0
2 ECA outside 2 2
3 ECA outside 3 5
4 ECA outside 0 0
5 ECA inside 0 0
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Table 8. Cont.

Port of
Departure Segment ECA

Inside/Outside
Wind Speed

(Knot)
Wave Speed

(Knot)

B

6 ECA inside 0 0
7 ECA outside 0 0
8 ECA outside 5 6
9 ECA outside 0 0

10 ECA inside 0 0

C

11 ECA inside 0 0
12 ECA outside 0 0
13 ECA outside 0 0
14 ECA outside 6 4
15 ECA inside 0 0

Table 9. The second stage energy management results under increased wind and wave influence.

Ports Segment ECA
Inside/Outside

Speed
(n mile/h)

Sailing
Time (h)

Propulsion
Power (MW)

Diesel Engine
Power (MW)

ESS
Power
(MW)

ESS
Service

Time (h)

Reserve
Service

Time (h)

Costs
(USD)

A

1 ECA Inside 14.16 3.53 2.73 1.45 1.28 3.34 0.19 1181.42
2 ECA Outside 17.01 4.00 6.80 6.00 0.80 0.00 4.00 2999.07
3 ECA Outside 16.76 3.29 7.89 6.00 1.89 0.00 3.29 2860.80
4 ECA Outside 17.84 3.36 5.45 5.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 2024.82
5 ECA Inside 14.16 2.82 2.73 1.04 1.69 2.21 0.62 878.75

B

6 ECA Inside 10.18 3.93 1.01 0.02 0.99 3.86 0.07 36.27
7 ECA Outside 12.82 4.68 2.02 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 1045.45
8 ECA Outside 11.45 7.60 4.87 4.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 4087.44
9 ECA Outside 12.82 4.37 2.02 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 975.77

10 ECA Inside 10.18 4.42 1.01 0.02 0.99 4.24 0.19 63.22

C

11 ECA Inside 10.91 4.13 1.25 0.20 1.05 3.42 0.70 344.56
12 ECA Outside 13.74 5.97 2.49 2.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 1640.75
13 ECA Outside 13.74 4.59 2.49 2.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 1260.59
14 ECA Outside 11.82 4.65 5.83 5.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 2996.82
15 ECA Inside 10.91 3.67 0.03 0.03 1.21 3.65 0.02 31.77

Total Fuel Consumption Cost: 22,427.51

Figure 7. Comparison of propulsion power of a ship with or without wind and waves.

In the second stage, the ship encounters less wind and waves; therefore, there is less
reduction in ship speed. In the third stage, the wind and waves are higher, and thus, the
ship’s speed is further reduced. The main reason is that the ship can only use light oil,
and the ship’s speed in the ECA is still low to reduce operating costs. Since the ship has
low speed in the second and third stages, its speed must be increased in the first, fourth,
and fifth stages to arrive at port B on time. Therefore, the ship’s speed is arranged in the
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first, fourth, and fifth stages. Figure 8 compares the ship’s speed depending on whether
the ship encounters wind and waves during the voyage. The marine diesel engine has a
maximum operation of 6 MW. The ship’s propulsion power in the second and third stages
is 6.80 MW and 7.89 MW, respectively. Diesel engines are not sufficient to provide power
for the actual operations of the ship, and ESS power, therefore, is required for its operations.
To save on energy costs, ESS uses more energy for stages within the ECA. Therefore, the
power provided by ESS in stage 2 and stage 3 is replaced by reserve energy to meet the
operation requirements. Similarly, the ship’s speed is reduced in stages 8 and 14. However,
the propulsion power increases, and the ship’s speed in the other stages also increases to
arrive at the port on time.

Figure 8. Speed comparison between calm and rough conditions.

3.4. Comparison of Jointed and Decouple Scheduling

Finally, we compare the performance of the proposed approach with the conventional
approach that separates voyage planning and energy management. The conventional ap-
proach, which we refer to as the “decoupled scheduling approach”, plans the voyage without
considering the electricity price at port. Table 10 presents a comparison of the cost at port
and voyage cost. For the decoupled scheduling approach, the ship’s voyage time in the three
sections is 18 h, 19 h, and 19 h, and the stay time in each port is 10 h, 11 h, and 10 h. In contrast,
under the proposed joint scheduling approach, the ship spends 17 h, 18 h, and 17 h on the
three voyages, respectively, and stays 10 h in each port. The results indicate that the proposed
approach is more cost-effective, reducing the total mission cost by almost 8.8%.

Table 10. Cost comparison of jointed and decouple scheduling.

Decoupled
Scheduling

Proposed Joint
Scheduling Cost Reduction

Cost in port (USD) 1004.19 915.01 8.88%
Voyage cost (USD) 24,582.84 22,427.51 8.77%

Total cost (USD) 25,587.03 23,342.52 8.77%

4. Conclusions

This paper introduces a two-stage joint optimization model that aims to improve the
navigation efficiency and energy management of hybrid ships. The first stage considers the
impact of electricity prices to optimize the ship’s arrival time. The second stage involves
dividing the voyage into multiple parts and determining the ship’s location in relation to the
ECA and weather conditions, including wind and waves. The ship’s speed, diesel engine,
and ESS power usage are then optimized to minimize operating costs. Several important
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observations can be made based on the results of the simulation study: (1) The selection of
the fuel plays an important role in the berthing cost of the ship, and selecting high-grade
fuel may be financially beneficial for a hybrid ship considering the cost associated with
emissions. (2) The onboard ESS is always exclusively reserved for use within the ECA areas,
which is consistent with common practice. Under severe maritime weather conditions,
the ship will lower its speed rather than use the stored energy from the ESS. (3) The
performance comparison shows that, compared to the conventional scheduling approach
where voyage and energy management are decoupled, the proposed joint approach can
help a ship reduce the cost of completing its mission by almost 8.8%.

This research can be extended in two ways. Firstly, while the focus of this paper is
on the voyage planning and energy management of a single ship, the proposed model
can be extended to consider multiple ships, taking into account the potential impacts
of maritime supply chains and port congestion. Secondly, the proposed model can be
improved by incorporating the effects of ocean currents, resulting in a more comprehensive
and well-rounded schedule solution.
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